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Abstract: Patent foramen ovale (PFO) is present in about one-quarter of the population and should be considered
an anatomical variant rather than a malformation. The association of PFO with cryptogenic stroke, migraine, peripheral embolism and other pathologies is still controversial. The evaluation of anatomical complexity, and particularly
the long-tunnel morphology, is crucial for the assessment of the risk profile and for a targeted therapeutic management. Long-tunnel PFOs seem to be more prone to clot formation and complications related to percutaneous
closure procedures. Echocardiography is the most useful method to investigate anatomical complexity, confirm and
reinforce the indication to treatment, select the appropriate device and guide the PFO closure towards a successful
procedure.
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Introduction
Patent foramen ovale (PFO) consists of a continuity solution in the interatrial septum, sited
between the thin valve-shaped septum primum
and the more rigid and thick annular-shaped
septum secundum. Together with ductus arteriosus, PFO allows the blood flow from right
heart to left heart in the fetal circulation, shunting the high-resistance pulmonary circle.
In adults PFO can be identified in about onefourth of the population [1, 2]. In recent years
PFO has been associated with higher risk of
cryptogenic stroke (CS) advocating that paradoxical embolism could be the most probable
etiology. Consequently, several trials tried to
demonstrated that a device-closure strategy
could be superior to a medical-therapy strategy. After an initial fail related to some inconsistencies in the study and to errors in the selected population and follow-up, investigators demonstrated the advantage of closure over medi-

cal therapy. However, some uncertainties and
challenges remain. First of all not all CS are
actually PFO-related and, secondary, some anatomical features may hinder the closure procedure increasing the risk of complications and of
incomplete closure. Long-tunnel morphology
emerged as one of the most important findings
influencing the probability of PFO-related CS
and to difficulties in closure procedure.
Consequently, two aspects appear to be fundamental: obtaining an accurate analysis of specific anatomical and functional aspects of the
PFO by mean of comprehensive imaging techniques and consequently selecting the most
appropriate device and procedure aiming to the
best fitting between the device and the PFO.
In this review we summarize the diagnostic
strategies and the technical aspects which
appear crucial to gain the best results in terms
of safety and efficacy.
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the atrial septum
showing the tunnel of the PFO (red arrow) passing
between the infoding (triangle) of the right atrial wall
(septum secundum) and the flap valve of the fossa
(septum primum) in the antero-superior part of fossa
ovalis. MV = mitral valve; TV = tricuspid valve; Sup
caval vein = superior caval vein. (Reproduced with
permission from Oxford University Press).

Patent foramen ovale: anatomical and physiological details
PFO represents the persistence of the physiological opening that allows a portion of the
blood flow coming from inferior vena cava to
bypass the pulmonary circulation during fetal
life. The anatomy of atrial septum is characterized by the septum secundum, consisting of a
roughly ring-shaped and thick border, and by
septum primum which is a thin and relatively
elastic curtain fixed to septum secundum in the
posterior-inferior portion, while it is only lying on
the border in anterior-superior portion where
the PFO is usually located. At birth, the expansion of lungs causes the reduction of pulmonary resistances and a consequent drop in pressure of the right atrium; as flow through the
pulmonary arterial circuit rises, left atrial pressure increases too. This gradient inversion fixes the whole septum primum on the septum
secundum. Anatomical closure usually occurs
within the first year of life in about two-thirds of
the population while in the adult life it remains
unclosed in almost one quarter; for this reason,
PFO should be considered as an anatomical
variant rather than a pathological condition [3].
The overlap between the septum primum and
septum secundum is variable, resulting in a
tunnel of different width and length. Ho et al.
reported a length of 1-6 mm and widths of 513 mm in small series of heart specimens [4].
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Usually the opening to the right atrium is located between the fixed antero-superior border of
fossa ovalis and the thin flap valve posteriorly
(Figure 1). On the left side, the entrance usually
has a crescent shape and is bounded by the
free edge of the flap valve. Usually, the flap
valve of PFO allows only a right-to-left shunt,
either during the brief phase of the cardiac
cycle when the right atrial pressure exceeds
the left one or following a straining maneuver.
Conversely, in the presence of ASD, blood flows
from left to right during most of the cardiac
cycle, but the shunt can be reversed due to
severe pulmonary hypertension [5].
It is important to note that, in particular cases,
the distinction between ASD and PFO is not
simple; some authors proposed that defects
characterized by large left and right atrial openings and short tunnel length should be more
properly considered as ASD rather than PFO.
Usually, these borderline defects present at
rest left-to-right shunting, which is less common in PFOs [6].
Diagnosis
Detection and detailed analysis of PFO lies on
several echocardiographic techniques, including transthoracic echocardiography (TTE), transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), Intracardiac Echocardiography (ICE) and Transcranial
Doppler Ultrasound (TCD). All these modalities
can improve image quality with or without administration of a contrast agent, like agitated
saline contrast solution or commercially available contrast agents [7, 8], with an accuracy
nearly comparable among all imaging modalities for moderate to large shunts, mildly superior for TCD and TEE in case of small shunts [9].
Valsalva maneuver is commonly required to
provoke the detachment of the two septa; in
sedated patients, an external abdominal pressure followed by release (after 20 seconds) can
be equally effective [10].
TTE with harmonic imaging is first line method
approaching a patient with a recent stroke or
TIA, its main advantages are low-invasiveness
and low cost [11-13]. Atrial septal aneurysm
(ASA) is often easily detectable and is associated to presence of PFO and to paradoxical
embolism [14]. The presence of right-to-left
shunt may be revealed by using color Doppler
and administration of microbubble contrast
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Figure 2. ICE imaging for guidance of PFO closure,
showing the delivery catheter through a tunneled
defect, positioned from right (above) to left (below)
atrium. As showed, a proper sizing can be performed
with two measurements drawn from the center (1
and 2), simulating the final position of the device (30
mm in this case).

agents while the patients performs a Valsalva
maneuver, increasing sensitivity [15]. To avoid
misdiagnosis with intra-pulmonary shunts, only
microbubbles appearing in the left atrium within 3 cardiac cycles from opacification of the
right atrium should be considered diagnostic
for the presence of PFO [16].
TCD with microbubbles injection, provides a
semiquantitative estimation of right-to-left shunt. This technique investigates the passage of
micro-air emboli in the middle cerebral artery. A
study comparing transcranial Doppler with TEE
as criterion standard, demonstrated a sensitivity of 96.8% and a specificity of 78.4% [17]. The
amount of bubbles visualized in a limited range
of cardiac cycles quantified the extent of the
PFO. A large shunt is defined as composed by
at least 20 bubbles. The principal limitation of
transcranial Doppler is the difficulty to differentiate interatrial from intrapulmonary shunts,
due to the overlap in time when microbubbles
are detected in the middle cerebral artery in
both situations, increasing the risk of false positive diagnosis [18]. Therefore, TEE is required if
a shunt is suspected.
TEE provides the best direct visualization of
atrial septum and PFO [19]. It also plays a pivotal role in guiding the percutaneous closure
[20].
TEE offers the possibility to obtain high spatial
resolution 3D images with detailed visualization of atrial septum and surrounding struc-
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tures [21]. This technique provides an incremental value during the percutaneous closure
procedure allowing an appropriate visualization
of catheters and the correct positioning of closure devices, minimizing the likelihood of residual shunts and further complications [22].
Another relevant capability of TEE is the comprehensive assessment of the PFO-complexity;
in fact, the most part of the criteria for the definition of PFO-complexity can be visualized only
by TEE or ICE [23, 24]. ICE is performed with
ultrasonographic probes implanted on adapted
intracardiac catheters. The main advantage of
ICE is the possibility to avoid general anesthesia and invasive ventilation, resulting in improved compliance of the patient to the procedure [25]. Moreover, due to probe position
close to the interatrial septum, ICE may occasionally provide better image quality than TEE
(Figure 2), facilitating the procedure especially
when long (continuous or repeated) viewings
are required or in case of complications [26].
The main limitation to the full introduction of
the technique in clinical practice is the relatively high cost [27]. The PFO tunnel is usually localized in the superior portion of the fossa ovalis
and can be well visualized in the longitudinal
plane (90-degrees) in the bicaval view (Figure
3A); in addition, an accurate sweep from 30degrees to 120-degrees at mid-esophagus level is usually performed [28]. The use of color
Doppler allows the visualization of flow through
the tunnel and semi-quantification of the rightto-left shunt (Figure 3B).
Complex patent foramen ovale: focus on the
long tunnel PFO
PFOs can present various anatomical patterns,
shifting from simple forms to a wide range of
complex structural conformation. Besides simple diagnosis of the presence of PFO, to define anatomical complexity is crucial because
of association with higher risk of stroke and/or
transient ischemic attack (TIA) and of implications in the closure procedures, particularly in
the choice of the device [29, 30]. Long-tunnel
PFO are characterized by a significant long portion of overlap between septum primum and
septum secundum, it has been defined in different ways depending on various studies, in
the most part of them it was defined as a Tunnel length >8-10 mm (Figures 4 and 5). The
assumption that long-tunnel morphology could
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Figure 3. TEE in the 90-degree bicaval view showing a long-tunnel PFO in the superior portion of the fossa ovalis (A),
typical localization of the tunnel. Right-to-left shunt, at rest or after Valsalva maneuver, can be revealed perfectly by
color-Doppler (B).

atrial septal aneurysm (45% vs 21%, P<0.005),
the size of PFO (3.9±1.6 vs 2.9±1.4 mm, P<
0.001) and the length of the tunnel (14±6 vs
12±6 mm, P=0.05) were the most important
risk factors in patients presenting stroke and
TIA [31]. A similar result has been reported by a
Polish group [29]. Recently, a Japanese study
retrospectively analyzed PFO anatomy in more
than 100 patients, with or without prior CS, defining a risk-score based on specific features:
long-tunnel PFO, highly mobile interatrial septum, prominent Eustachian valve or Chiari network, large right-to-left shunt during Valsalva
maneuver and low-angle PFO (≤10° from inferior vena cava) resulted independently related
to CS. The presence of ≥2 or more of these
characteristics on TEE could be useful to identify PFO patients with higher risk of CS [32].

Figure 4. Tunnel PFO with long overlap between septum primum (flap) and septum secundum (A). PFO
with short overlap length and flap valve (B). LA = left
atrium; IVC = inferior vena cava; RA = right atrium;
SVC = superior vena cava.

be prone to clot formation has been supported
by several authors. The hematic stasis within
the tunneled portion could be a potential mechanism of arterial embolism associated with
PFO. Goel et al. compared the morphological
characteristics of PFO in patients with and without CS. They reported that the presence of
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Besides tunnel length, the definition of anatomically complex PFO take in count other elements
including: multiple openings on the left atrial
side; presence of atrial septal aneurysm or
excessive septum excursion; association with
other defects of the fossa ovalis (hybrid defect); excessive thickening of septum secundum (≥10 mm); presence of Eustachian ridge/
valve, or Chiari network, size of the opening,
burden of the shunt at rest and after Valsalva
maneuver and opening of the angle between
PFO and inferior vena cava and PFO (Table 1)
[23, 32, 33].
Clinical conditions associated with PFO
Several pathological conditions are associated with PFO, including cryptogenic stroke (CS),
Am J Cardiovasc Dis 2021;11(3):316-329
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Figure 5. TEE in the 90-degree bicaval view showing a long-tunnel PFO (Panel A); this technique provides additional
information, like length and width of the tunnel (green and yellow lines), useful to plan the therapeutic approach, as
well as the length of the aortic rim in the 45-degree short-axis view (B-red line).

Table 1. Characteristics of simple and complex PFOs
PFO category Anatomical characteristics
Simple:
● Standard anatomy, i.e. none of the below
Complex:
● Long tunnel length (≥8-10 mm)
● Multiple openings into left atrium
● Atrial septal aneurysm
● Excessive movement of atrial septum
● Large opening
● Shunt at rest
● Hybrid defect
● Thick septum secundum (≥10 mm)
● Prominent Eustachian ridge
● Eustachian valve or Chiari network
● Angle between PFO and IVC ≤10°

sure resulted to be superior to medical therapy for prevention of stroke [HR 0.32, (95%
CI) 0.13-0.82; P = 0.018] with a greater benefit (HR 0.33, 95% CI 0.16-0.72; P = 0.005),
in patients with moderate to large shunt;
the incidence of AF was significantly increased after device closure, as expected [38].
Migraines

migraine, systemic arterial embolism, decompression illness and worsening of pre-existent
chronic lung disease.

The association between migraine and PFO
is based on the hypothesis that microemboli
or humoral factors, normally degraded in
lungs, could be delivered to cerebral circulation by the shunt. There is no consensus
on this assumption with controversies between different studies [39, 40]. Consequently, PFO closure in this setting should be
considered only for patients enrolled in clinical
trials or for compassionate use.

Cryptogenic stroke

Systemic arterial embolism

About 800,000 strokes and 200,000 to
500,000 TIAs occur every year in the United
States [34]. A clear cause is not identified in
about 25 to 40% of strokes. These cases are
defined as CS. The finding of a PFO has been
considered as potential cause of CS calling in
question a paradoxical embolism pathogenesis. Retrospective studies and meta-analysis
reported a positive correlation between CS incidence and PFO [35, 36], but, initially, prospective trials failed to demonstrate the superiority of closure over medical therapy [37].
Conversely, in a recent meta-analysis, PFO clo-

Some authors described paradoxical arterial
embolism to many districts including heart,
limbs, kidneys or gut [41, 42]. However, a clear
association between cryptogenic arterial embolism and PFO has not yet been demonstrated and the indication to percutaneous closure
in these patients remains uncertain [43].

PFO: patent foramen ovale; IVC: inferior vena cava.
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Decompression illness
Decompression illness is a clinical condition
caused by gas embolization in vessels and tissues; it can commonly occur in divers, pilots or
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astronauts during rapid shifting from high to
lower atmospheric pressure.
The intracardiac shunt could make the pulmonary circulation unable to clear the nitrogen
forming in the blood during the decompression.
Data showed a relationship between the size of
the shunt with the severity and recurrence of
the disease [44, 45]. Despite the lack of randomized controlled trials, professional divers in
which a PFO is associated with decompression
illness should be recommended for closure in
selected cases, after a proper evaluation of the
causal role of PFO [46]. In the recent European Position Paper, Pristipino et al. stressed
the importance of an individual assessment of
these events, including a thorough investigation of the previous decompression phase, the
size of the PFO, and the onset of the illness
after the ascent, dives or flight (inversely related to the size of the PFO) [40].
Other conditions linked to PFO
Sleep apnea, platypnea-orthodeoxia and transient global amnesia have been associated
with PFO and, in some cases, closure resulted
in an improvement of the condition [47]. However, the lack of supporting data should deter
from routinely perform the procedure. Considering individual characteristics and always involving the patient in the decision-making, highlighting the lack of evidences is crucial [40].
Clinical features of PFO-related stroke
Since PFO can be detected in about 25% of the
general population while CS is relatively rare
the possibility that the two events could be incidentally present in the same patient is not
negligible. Consequently, some Authors tried
to define clinical features associated to PFOrelated stroke. There is no consensus on this
argument however the main indication on this
matter come from a retrospective analysis of
12 cohort studies of CS patients has been
developed in the Risk of Paradoxical Embolism
(RoPE) study, aiming to develop predictive models able to estimate the pathogenic or incidental role of a PFO diagnosed in these patients
[48]. The study introduced the “RoPE score”, a
10-point index measured by decreasing the
score by one for each given risk factor (diabe-
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tes, hypertension, smoking, previous TIA/stroke, cortical stroke at neuroimaging) as well as
for each decade of age exceeding 20 years
[49]. A high RoPE score can therefore identify
patients with PFO-mediated CS, most likely to
benefit from PFO closure to reduce the risk of
stroke recurrence, becoming an important tool
in patient selection [50]. The main limitation of
RoPE score is not accounting for anatomical
PFO features derived by echocardiography, it
should be carefully used only in the context of
a multiparametric evalutation.
Therapeutic management
The best therapeutic strategy in patients experiencing CS, associated with the finding of
PFO, is still controversial. Moreover, the benefit
of one strategy rather than another, in terms of
lower incidence of recurrent stroke, is closely
dependent on patient and PFO features.
Medical therapy has proven to be effective in
secondary prevention of CS. Studies do not
report superiority of vitamin K antagonist in
comparison to antiplatelet drugs, therefore,
the therapy is usually tailored on the basis of
comorbidity and compliance of the patient [51].
Several randomized clinical trials have been
carried out to demonstrate the superiority of
percutaneous PFO closure in comparison to
medical therapy in the prevention of recurrent
CS [52]. The first trials failed in demonstrating
this goal. The STARFlex Septal Closure System
in Patients with a Stroke and/or TIA due to
Presumed Paradoxical Embolism Through a
PFO (CLOSURE I) Trial, designed to prove the
efficacy of transcatheter PFO closure with STARFlex septal closure system vs best medical
therapy, showed an insignificant difference in
the two-year rate of recurrent stroke and TIA
[53]. However, the design of CLOSURE I has
been criticized, particularly for the inclusion of
TIA as enrolling criteria. Similarly, Percutaneous
Closure of PFO in CS (PC) Trial, also using TIA as
inclusion criteria, failed to demonstrate the primary endpoint of reduction of stroke and death
in patients treated with the Amplatzer PFO
occluder (Abbott/St Jude Medical, St Paul, MN,
USA) device [43]. The same device was tested
in the Randomized Evaluation of recurrent
Stroke comparing PFO closure to Established
Current standard of care Treatment (RESPECT)
Trial, which confirmed similar results, although
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patients with TIA were excluded; a significant
superiority of percutaneous closure has been
reported only in the pre-specified per-protocol
(HR, 0.37; 95% CI, 0.14 to 0.96; P = 0.03) and
as-treated analysis (HR, 0.27; 95% CI, 0.10 to
0.75; P = 0.007) [54]. Data from the extended
follow-up (median 5.9 years) demonstrated a
reduction in ischaemic stroke after interventional treatment (HR 0.55; 95% CI [0.31-0.99];
P = 0.046; NNT = 45) [55].
More recent randomized trials provided more
conclusive data, confirming superiority of PFO
closure over medical therapy. The Gore® Septal
Occluder Device for PFO Closure in Stroke Patients (GORE REDUCE) trial showed a significant reduction in clinically relevant ischemic
stroke (1.45 vs 5.5%; P = 0.002; NNT = 25)
compared with antiplatelet regimen [58], results recently confirmed at 5 year follow-up
[59]. In the PFO Closure or Anticoagulants
Versus Antiplatelet Therapy to Prevent Stroke
Recurrence (CLOSE) study, patients undergoing percutaneous PFO closure had no ischemic
stroke, unlike those treated with antiplatelet
drugs (HR 0.03; 95% CI [0.00-0.26]; P<0.001;
NNT = 17) [60]. Last but not least, the Device
Closure vs Medical Therapy for CS Patients
With High-Risk PFO (DEFENSE-PFO) trial showed, at 2 years, a significant reduction of a composite endpoint (stroke, vascular death and
TIMI-major bleeding) for interventional closure
compared with medical therapy (0 vs 12.9%; P
= 0.013; NNT = 8) [61].
Treatment issues connected to long-tunnel
PFO
Most devices used for PFO are actually ASD closure devices slightly modified for PFO anatomy
[62]. Correct device selection is crucial, considering the variable morphology of PFO and of
surrounding structures [63]. Currently, the most widely used closure device is the Amplatzer
PFO Occluder. Despite a statistically significant
reduction of stroke over medical treatment, its
usage in challenging septal anatomies showed
significantly higher re-event rate [64, 65]. Some
basic consideration are important for all the
devices, first of all the diameter of the device
should be at least twice the maximum diameter of the PFO. A short septal length (<25 mm)
should be easier treated with a small and/or
soft device to prevent erosion of surrounding
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structures. Conversely, a firmer device could
be needed in patients with a prominent Eustachian ridge to ensure the correct deployment
of the right atrial disk [66]. A study by Vitarelli
et al., comparing three different devices (Amplatzer PFO occluder, Figulla Occlutech - Helsinborg, Sweden - and Atriasept Cardia - Cardiac
Inc., Eagan, MN, USA) in patients with simple vs
complex PFO, showed larger sizes of the devices implanted in complex defects, with lower
closure rate (persistence of residual shunt),
unrelated to the device model [67].
While approaching the closure of a long-tunnel
PFO it is worth to know that the rigid waist of
some devices can cause the “bunching” of the
flap, distorting the septum anatomy and resulting in unstable positioning. Although the lack of
focused studies and clear guidelines to follow
in this particular anatomical variant of PFO, Authors proposed some gimmicks to limit complications. One of these consists in delivering the
device through a trans-septal puncture rather
than directly within the tunnel, in order to improve the closure profile, reducing the risk of
embolization and significant residual shunt
[68, 69]. A second option lays on a “detunnelisation” procedure by stepwise inflation of a
low-pressure balloon, prior to closure with an
umbrella device [70].
Another strategy implies the use of relatively
new devices with features more adaptable to
the long-tunnel morphology. The Gore Septal
Occluder-GSO (W.L.Gore & Associates, Inc.,
Flagstaff, AZ, USA), evolution of the previous
Gore HELEX, due to the flexible and soft consistency of its two disks (frame of five nickeltitanium nitinol wires with platinum core, covered
by expanded polytetrafluoroethylene ePTFE)
which allow asymmetrical opening, reduced the
incidence of device misalignment showing improved deliverability and closure rates [71-73].
The studies published so far have consistently
shown low periprocedural risk and good technical success when implanting the GSO in challenging PFO anatomies, such as ASAs and longtunnel PFOs with tunnel length ≥20 mm [74,
75].
The Premere (St Jude Medical, MN, USA), is
able to adapt to the interatrial channel portion
varying the distance between the disks; these
devices showed low incidence of atrial fibrilla-
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tion and thrombosis, probably due to the absence of septal distortion and the limited
amount of material within the atria.
The Coherex FlatStent™ EF system (Coherex
Medical, Salt Lake City, UT, USA), is a dedicated
“in-tunnel” PFO closure device, composed of a
radiopaque planar self-expanding nitinol lattice
framework with an attached polyurethane foam. The device accommodates within the tunnel and is covered with a foam inducing the
spontaneous adhesion of the two septa [76,
77], despite the innovative and promising concept the experience with this device is still limited and it is not adaptable to PFO with moderate-severe ASA.
A Similar principle is at the basis of the SeptRX
Occluder (Secant Medical, Perkasie, PA, USA), it
is a self-expanding nitinol frame with flexible
anchor struts to grip to hedges of the tunnel,
the device is not provided of atrial occluders
and the whole structure is delivered within the
tunnel. The nitinol mesh is designed to stimulate the natural adhesion of the septum primum to septum secundum, definitively closing
the PFO. The main limitation consists of the
very low experience and to the difficulties to
adapt the device to extreme lengths of the tunnel [78].
Recently, an innovative device gained visibility:
the NobleStitch™ EL (HeartStitch, Inc., Fountain Valley, CA, USA), a suture-based percutaneous system, able to perform a “device-less”
PFO closure by means of two polypropylene
threads (one attached to the septum primum
and one to the s. secundum), tied together by
a specific sealing system. In a registry by
Gaspardone et al. over 192 patients treated
with suture-mediated PFO closure, the procedure resulted successful in 96%, with non-significant right-to-left shunt (grade ≤1) in almost
90% of patients and absence of device-related complications at follow-up (206±130 days)
[79]. However, despite the innovative and minimalistic design, this system showed some limitations such as the potential occurrence of
septal tears causing iatrogenic ASD [80]. Table
2 summarizes the different types of device
currently available with main advantages and
disadvantages.
What appears clear is that every solution has
its own advantages and pitfalls when approa-
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ching a complex PFO with a long-tunnel morphology. The corner stone for an adequate
planning of the procedure mainly consists of
an accurate anatomical evaluation by imaging
in order to select the best device and the optimal procedure.
Regarding the long-tunnel morphology the most important aspects are the length of the tunnel and the size of the opening, influencing the
device selection, and the presence of ASA or
wide septal excursion, influencing the stability
of the device.
In an interesting prospective multicenter study, the authors carefully evaluated the tunnels
anatomy during TEE, proving that a thorough
morphologic assessment was necessary for a
successful placement, to improve closure rates and prevent complications. A classification
of three distinct PFO tunnel morphologies was
proposed (Table 3). A suboptimal closure was
present only in type 3 PFO tunnel because the
unstable length of the tunnel did not allow correct implantation of the device [81].
Conclusions
PFO closure represents nowadays a routinely
performed procedure, in selected patients, with precise indications and standardized procedure. Proper assessment of complex anatomical features of a PFO, such as septal aneurysm
and long-tunnel morphology, by means of multimodality imaging techniques is crucial for a correct estimation of the risk profile and to guide
a targeted treatment. Several devices are currently available, supported by randomized and
real-world data, presenting different characteristics and specific destination of use. It is necessary that the new devices designed to face
the more complex anatomies would be tested
in larger studies to provide stronger indications
to their use in specific conditions.
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Table 2. Main advantages and disadvantages of different PFO-closure device available in commerce
Device

Advantages

Disadvantages

Amplatzer PFO Occluder

● Large experience and supporting trial

● Rigid device
● Rigid waist not fitting long-tunnel morphologies
● High failure incidence in complex PFO
● Complex transseptal puncture through the device

STARflex septal closure system

● Large experience and supporting trial
● Soft structure limiting erosion

● Rigid waist not fitting long-tunnel morphologies
● High failure incidence in complex PFO
● Recurrence of stoke/TIA and incidence of on-device Thrombosis not negligible

Gore Septal Occluder

● Large experience and supporting trial
● Soft structure limiting erosion and adapting to PFO an surrounding structures
anatomy

● Risk of septal distortion in long-tunnel morphology significantly reduced but not
abolished

St Jude Premere PFO Closure system

● Long and adaptable interatrial portion adapting to long-tunnel morphology
● No septal distortion
● No post-procedural atrial fibrillation
● Retrievable after delivery

● Low experience
● Not tested in moderate or severe ASA

Coherex Flatstent PFO occluder

● In-tunnel structure without atrial occluders
● Designed for long-tunnel morphology
● Very low risk of on-device thrombus

● Low experience

SeptRx PFO closure device

● In-tunnel structure without atrial occluders
● Very low risk of on-device thrombus

● Low experience
● Not adaptable to all the tunnel lengths

Noble-Stitch

● Device-less system
● No risk of on-device thrombus
● No residual structures on the left side of the septum

● Low experience
● Risk of septal tears

PFO: patent foramen ovale; TIA: transient ischemic attack; ASA: atrial septal aneurysm.
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Table 3. Classifications of three distinct PFO
tunnel morphologies
Type

Septum anatomy

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3

Normal
Aneurysmal
Aneurysmal

Length of tunnel
during cardiac cycle
Stable
Stable (≥4 mm)
Variable

Anatomical features of PFO tunnels, classified by Sievert
et al. The variability of tunnel length (Type 3) can be a
limitation for correct implantation of new “in-tunnel”
devices. Data from Sievert H et al. [68].
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